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INTRODUCTION

 

The primary focus of this report will be the

analysis of the 3 most common non-Western

vaccines , as well as the analysis of the more

favorable media narrative that these vaccines

enjoy in relation to their competitors from the

West . Two Chinese vaccines , Sinovac Biotech ’s

CoronaVac vaccine and the well-known

Sinopharm developed by the Beijing Institute of

Biological Products , are based on traditional

technology that uses a “dead” virus to help the

human body develop an immune response and

make antibodies against S-proteins . which allows

the body to respond effectively to the SARS-CoV-2

virus . The advantage of such vaccines in relation

to modern mRNA vaccines is that , besides many

primarily logistical advantages , very mild side

effects accompany the vaccination process .1

 

The Russian National Institute of Epidemiology

and Microbiology Gamaleya has developed a

vaccine based on the viral vector . It uses a

changed version of the virus as a tool for

transferring genetic material into the cell . Sputnik

V was developed with the help of an adenovirus ,

similar to the Belgian “Jensen” vaccine and the

British “AstraZeneca”. The virus used as the vector

has been altered so that it cannot cause disease ,

and is inserted with a gene that is unique to the

SARS-CoV-2 virus . Upon entering the cell , the

vector produces spiral proteins that can be found

on the surface of the coronavirus . The immune

system starts an immune response and the

production of antibodies immediately upon

recognition of helical proteins .1

1 .IZJZV , http ://www .izjzv .org .rs/uploads/4202f1e1-4a2a-d162-

ac59-9a098baf4180/Vakcine%20COVID-19 .pdf 

http://www.izjzv.org.rs/uploads/4202f1e1-4a2a-d162-ac59-9a098baf4180/Vakcine%20COVID-19.pdf


METHODOLOGY

Using Pulsar monitoring tool , our team

monitored 60 most popular pages (20 per

country) as well as 4 hand-picked so-called

“fringe” pages . 2

28 different tags were used to make it easier to

sort the posts according to the tone and

message that each post carries with it . The

tags included a positive or negative tone about

each specific vaccine (example : ProSinopharm

and AntiSinopharm), a positive or negative

tone about world powers (example : ProRussia

and AntiRussia), a positive or negative tone

about the vaccination itself (ProVax and

AntiVax) and relevant research topic

("Unimportant" tag was used for posts that

were irrelevant for this research).

 

Although the Sinovac vaccine was present in both

the international and the observed media during

the first few weeks of 2021 , it soon disappeared

from the media scene , recording just over 100

mentions in the observed six-month period .

Sinopharm and Sputnik V fought for supremacy

during the observed period , with the Russian

vaccine establishing a far greater media presence

compared to its Chinese rival , even though

millions of doses of Sinopharm vaccine arrived

first in the region .

2 Bolja Bosna , Dnevni avaz , Al Jazeera Balkans , Logično , Klix .ba , Bljesak .info , N1 Bosna i

Hercegovina , BUKA , Dnevnik .ba , Tuzlanski .ba , ИСКРА , Radio Sarajevo , USN .ba , Oslobodjenje ,

Radio Slobodna Evropa , RTRS vijesti , CRNA Hronika BIH , STAV , Glas Amerike - Studio

Washington , BN Portal , Hayat .ba , Vijesti , Kolumne Net , Vijesti iz Bijelog Polja , RTCG Portal ,

CDM Portal , Volim Podgoricu , Aktuelno , Borba .me , Pljevaljski Portal , Portal Antena M , Glas

Amerike - Otvoreni studio , FOS Media , kodex .me , Pobjeda , Radio-Televizija Nikšić , Glas

Crnogoraca , Portal Analitika , Pcnen , M .News World - Объективные Новости , MONDO Crna

Gora , Српске новине ЦГ , Sputnik Срби�a , Blic , Nova .rs , N1 Srbija , NOIZZ .rs , Pravo na izbor ,

Srbija Danas , Južne vesti , Kurir , NIN , B92 , Danas , Telegraf , ALO ! DNEVNE NOVINE ,

Direktno .rs , Serbian Times , PRVA , Politika , Insajder , Radio 021 Novi Sad 92 ,2 MHz , Večernje

Novosti i VAKCINE - zašto im kažemo NE?.



During the monitored period , from the

beginning of January to the end of June , 2249

posts mentioned the Sputnik V vaccine , while

Chinese vaccines were present in a much

smaller number , 960 mentions for Sinopharm

and only 131 of the Sinovac vaccine . The three

non-Western vaccines together accounted for

a relevant number of posts on vaccination

between January 1 and the end of June . The

different narratives about both main vaccines

were worth analyzing , as they were very similar

in structure and topos , although their

sentiment differed .

Therefore , we conducted a qualitative analysis

of the content of posts in which vaccines are

mentioned in a positive , negative , and neutral

sentiment . The goal was to determine the

dominant narratives through which these

sentiments are expressed . We choose Critical

discourse analysis (CAD) as the primary

research method for the historical-discursive

approach (IDP). Using the CAD qualitative

research method , the narratives are

contextualized in the given political

circumstances , taking a particular historical

context into account .

 In IDP , it is crucial to determine how

language practices and linguistics promote

and reproduce a specific ideological view of

the world through various social institutions .

We choose a Critical security theory as a

broader theoretical framework , most often

related to the Copenhagen School of Security

Studies . The advantage of this theory over

others is its subjective and immaterial

character : the notion of security is not seen as

a reflection of material factors , but as a

perception of security .



According to the theory of securitization , a

particular phenomenon becomes a security

threat if it is presented as such by legitimate

institutions and figures through the act of

speech and if the target audience believes

that it is a threat .

 If a sufficient number of people build a

subjective feeling that something is a threat ,

that phenomenon becomes an objective

threat . Even if the danger does not exist ,

people will act as if it exists , and therefore the

consequences will be the same . In this case ,

we will show how vaccination is securitized

through narratives about the safety and

reliability of individual vaccines and

vaccination as such . In narratives with a

positive tone , the virus is presented as a

security threat that can only be prevented by

vaccination . In contrast , in narratives with a

negative sentiment , the vaccine itself is given

as a threat and danger to public and

individual health .

 On the following pages , you can read the

quantitative and qualitative results of the

analysis of posts of the most influential

Facebook pages in Bosnia and Herzegovina ,

Montenegro , and Serbia , which mention

vaccines produced by Sinopharm , Sinovac and

Sputnik V in the period from January 1 to June

30 , 2021 . The results can be a valuable

indicator of the central narratives of these two

vaccines during the peak vaccination period in

the observed region .



SENT IMENT

The vast majority of posts that mentioned the 3 observed

vaccines were declarative in nature , mentioning vaccines in a

neutral context or in a way irrelevant to this research . Posts

related to the two main vaccines , Sinopharm and Sputnik V ,

contain neutral and irrelevant news 84 .79%, and 71 .41% in the

case of the Russian vaccine . Sinovac vaccine is slightly better

rated with 71% of neutral and irrelevant news .

* declarative in nature, mentioning vaccines in
a neutral context or in a way irrelevant to this
research. 

However , it should be noted that the Sinovac vaccine appeared

only 131 times in the posts , unlike Sinopharm 's 960 and Sputnik ’s

2249 times . The Sinovac vaccine had an independent narrative

only in the first 4-6 weeks of 2021 , while in the rest of the

observed time period it was subordinated to the messages and

narratives of the Sinopharm vaccine .

Other*

76%

ProSputnik

21.3%

AntiSputnik

2.7%

Other*

85%

ProSinofarm

12.2%
AntiSinofarm

2.8%



From the content of the observed posts , we can

conclude that the interest in Sinovac vaccine was

relatively high in the initial period while the vaccine
shortage lasted , and that the media public closely

followed the first results of Sinovac achieved in Brazil

and Turkey . After the arrival of enough Sinopharm

vaccines and the first Western vaccines through the

COVAX program , interest in Sinovac declined sharply

and it disappeared from media discourse .

As for the relevant posts , i .e . those that create a positive

or negative image about a certain vaccine , a much more

moderate and milder approach can be noticed ,

especially in comparison with the vaccines produced by

the West . The relationship between positive and

negative posts is especially noticeable with the Russian

vaccine . Sputnik V was praised in 20.05% of the total

number of posts , while only in 2.53% was it the target of

attacks and criticism . The negative news was mainly

related to procedural problems , such as the approval of

the Russian vaccine by the EMA (European Medicines

Agency).

The first differences between the perceptions of Russian

and Chinese vaccines can already be seen here . Chinese

Sinopharm appeared positively in the monitored media

only 12.29% while it had relatively the same percentage

of negative news (2.92%) as Sputnik V . Unlike Sputnik ,

Sinopharm was presented in a negative light due to

lower efficiency compared to other vaccines , not

developing a satisfactory the number of antibodies in a

significant number of vaccinated and the need for

additional , so-called “booster shots”. The Sinopharm

vaccine enjoyed the most positive news at the very

beginning of the observed time period , and at its finish .

Initially , the positive news was a logical consequence of

the arrival of the first vaccines in the region , while in May

and June , the positive news was more focused on

suppressing the anti-vaccine wave and reducing

suspicions of insufficient efficacy of Sinopharm vaccines

in the vaccinated population .



Almost identical news , but in a somewhat more extreme variant ,

had another Chinese vaccine , Sinovac . As the first vaccine to

enter mass distribution , almost ¼ posts (24 .43%) related to this

vaccine had a positive tone , but the percentage of negative

news was also higher (4 .58%) compared to the other two

vaccines . The main reasons for the more negative sentiment

were the relatively unsuccessful results achieved in Brazil and

the countries of the Middle East that imported this vaccine .

Interestingly , all three vaccines were rarely (less than 1%) the

subject of fringe pages or a general anti-vaccine narrative . Both

Chinese vaccines were more often accompanied by noticeable

“pro-vax” sentiment , which were often used in order to prevent

suspicion of less effective Chinese vaccines . All other vaccines ,

regardless of their origin , were often positively presented in such

posts .

The same cannot be said for the Sputnik V vaccine , which

appeared independently in posts that have a noticeable “pro-

vax" sentiment . Posts related to the success of the Russian

vaccine have often resulted in attacks on the British vaccine

AstraZeneca , as they are both vector-type vaccines .

Other*

71.1%

ProSinovac

24.4%

AntiSinovac

4.5%

* declarative in nature, mentioning vaccines in
a neutral context or in a way irrelevant to this
research. 



NARRATIVES

As for the narratives related to all 3 vaccines ,

the dominant and ubiquitous narratives had a

“securitizing” message as the main one . There

were no major discrepancies in the structure

of these messages ; Both Russian and Chinese

vaccines were presented as necessary to

protect human safety . In the positive news , the

main narrative was to present the vaccine as a

way for people to protect their health and save

themselves from the existential threat , the

COVID-19 virus .

Especially present at the very beginning of the

observed time period is the presentation of

these vaccines through the topos of “savior”,

which appears as a way out of the pandemic

situation , presented as a key threat to the

quality of human life and often survival of

humanity .

Given the geopolitical situation in the region ,

these topos are often prescribed not only to

vaccines but also to the countries of their

origin . Unlike the narratives that follow

vaccines from the West , vaccines from Russia
and China have a clear trend and narrative
of personification and identification of the
vaccine not only with the countries they
come from but also with their leaders , Xi

Jinping and Vladimir Putin . 



From this we conclude that in some posts not

only vaccines are presented through the topos

of “savior” but also the countries from which

these vaccines come as well as their leaders .

4 .14% of posts related to Sputnik V were

accompanied by a strong pro-Russian narrative ,

often (2 .31%) paired with clear anti-Western

messages . Similar messages were followed by

Chinese vaccines , but to a much lesser extent

(2 .19% and 0 .63%) and only in the time that

coincided with the first large supply of Chinese

vaccines .



Along with these topos , there was also a topos

of “urgency”, ie a call to remove this threat as

soon as possible through the vaccination

process . This topos was particularly present in

Chinese vaccines , and it justified the import of

large quantities of vaccine that had not yet

been approved by the European Union and the

relevant authorities . Chinese vaccines ,

developed with the help of traditional

technology , were presented as the most

reliable and easiest to store and transport .

Most of the positive and negative news for the

monitored vaccines were presented through

the topos of “authority”. On the one hand ,

almost all news with negative tones attacked

Sputnik V and Sinopharm vaccines because

they did not have the approval of

internationally recognized health authorities

such as the WHO and the EMA .



As its name suggests , Sputnik V invoked the

“authority” of the former Soviet Union , a former

scientific and technological superpower . The

reputation of the Russian vaccine was also

elevated thanks to the interest of certain EU

members such as Hungary , Slovakia and Germany ,

as well as the growing narrative of a rigid ,

bureaucratic and unsympathetic European Union

that cannot provide a sufficient number of

vaccines for its citizens .

The safety and efficiency of Sputnik have been

further confirmed by vaccinations of popular

politicians (Vladimir Putin , Ivica Dačić , Milorad

Dodik , Aleksandar Vulin and others), as well as

many doctors and medical staff . Ordinary

statements by Western politicians such as Angela

Merkel , Emmanuel Macron and Marcus Zeder were

also presented as a subtle nod and recognition of

the superiority of the Russian vaccine .

At a time when some Western vaccines were

rocked by blood clot scandals , Sputnik V was

presented as the most reliable and safest vaccine .

Numerical percentage expressions (such as the

effectiveness of protection or protection against

more severe clinical conditions) were most often

used to confirm its effectiveness . The decision of

the Russian fund for direct investments to start

the production of the Russian vaccine in Serbia in

cooperation with the Serbian Torlak also

contributed to the positive image of the Sputnik V

vaccine . In this way , Sputnik tied another
“authority” to itself, the once prestigious
Torlak. Although the production of Russian

vaccines in Serbia started in mid-April , this news

in various forms has been constantly circulating

through most of the observed media for months ,

enabling Sputnik V to remain in the public

spotlight .





The negative news was mostly focused on the

difficulties of the Gamaleya Institute to have

their vaccine be recognized by the EMA , while

it was later pointed out to the extremely low

percentage of vaccinated in Russia itself , as

well as the distrust that Russian citizens had

towards the domestic vaccine . Such posts

came primarily from the Facebook pages Voice

of America (VOA) and Radio Free Europe (RSE).

Similar narratives followed the Chinese

vaccines , but the geopolitical narrative of

rivalry and conflict with the West , which was

far more present in the posts related to the

Russian Sputnik V , was absent . Although both

Chinese vaccines have been accepted by the

EMA and WHO and received praise by

internationally recognized academic journals

and popular magazines such as the New York

Times and the Financial Times , they lacked

media support in the region . In the pro-
Serbian media, where the pro-Russian
narrative was most present, 

Chinese vaccines did not enjoy the same level

of support as the Russian vaccine by certain

crucial media (Večernje Novosti , Alo , Politika ,

Kurir). The lack of well-known politicians who

would be vaccinated with the same also

influenced the positive monitoring of the

Sinopharm vaccine . (Although the President of

Serbia , Aleksandar Vučić , was vaccinated with

Sinopharm vaccine , his vaccination was

postponed several times and with reason

raised doubts about the effectiveness of the

Chinese vaccine).

 





CONCLUSION

We can notice certain patterns and

regularities while analyzing the narratives and

tone of the posts from the beginning of

January to the end of June in the selected

most popular pages . All observed vaccines

were most often talked about in a neutral

sentiment . While Chinese vaccines were

mostly positively discussed in the first

trimester of this year , the Russian Sputnik V

was more present in the media throughout the

whole observed period . Unlike Western

vaccines , the observed vaccines were mostlz

discussed in the political context . Although no

vaccine was explicitly present in the anti-

vaccine discourse , Sputnik V and Russia were
used as tools to help spread narratives
about the disorganization and collapse of
the West.

As far as narratives are concerned , both

positive and negative narratives were present ,

and both were based on a “securitizing”

message . The positives were most often

related to the use of the vaccine as the

fundamental way to preserve human safety

and get out of the COVID-19 crisis , presented

as a major existential threat . The negative

narratives , which were many times less than

the positive ones , were mostly based on

suspicion of certain international authorities

and the transparency of Russia and China .



Positive and neutral posts represented the

absolute majority , while negative narratives

waned in the second quarter of the year , and

have since been accompanied by strong “pro-

vax” sentiments so as not to arouse suspicion

or disappointment in the vaccination process .

In conclusion , we can say that both Russian

and Chinese vaccines followed the same

narratives and sentiments , but because of

existing cultural connections and decades of

Russian soft power and influence , Sputnik V

had more frequent and positive coverage .
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